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PETITION FOR REVIEW  

 
 

Pursuant to Section 13320 of the California Water Code and Section 2050 
of Title 23 of the California Code of Regulations ("CCR"), DeltaKeeper and San 
Francisco BayKeeper (projects of WaterKeepers Northern California), Natural 
Resources Defense Council, Environment California, The Ocean Conservancy, 
and California Sportfishing Protection Alliance (collectively "Petitioners") petition 
the State Water Resources Control Board ("State Board") to review and vacate 
the final decision of the California Regional Water Quality Control Board for the 
Central Valley Region ("Regional Board"), which adopted a Conditional Waiver of 
Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges from Irrigated Lands on July 11, 
2003. See Resolution No. R5-2003-0105, ("July Resolution"), Order No. R5-
2003-0826, Order No. R5-2003-0827 (setting forth monitoring requirements).  

This petition supercedes prior requests for review submitted by Petitioners 
to the State Board on January 3, 2003 and May 15, 2003. The issues raised in 
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this petition were also raised in timely written comments submitted to the 
Regional Board, as well as oral testimony at public hearings, on December 5, 
2003, April 24, 2003 and July 10/11, 2003. In order to restore the integrity and 
validity of this regulatory process, it is imperative that the State Board review this 
matter without delay and vacate the most recent July Waiver. Petitioners urge the 
State Board to replace Resolution R5-2003-0105 with general waste discharge 
requirements including certain minimum conditions specified below in order to 
assure compliance by agricultural dischargers with the Porter-Cologne Water 
Quality Control Act, Water Code §13000, et seq.   

 
Petitioners also request the State Board to review the validity of the 

Regional Board’s issuance of a negative declaration pursuant to Resolution No. 
R5-2003-0103, although Water Code § 13320 does not appear to authorize the 
State Board to review regional board decisions pursuant CEQA.  Assuming the 
Board finds that it has authority to review such CEQA decisions, the Board 
should order the Regional Board to prepare a full EIR prior to issuing any waiver 
for agricultural pollution discharges.   

  
Over 200 million pounds of toxic pesticides are applied to Central Valley 

farmland annually.  Millions of pounds of fertilizers are also applied throughout 
the Valley.  Many of the areas in this region also contain soils that are laden with 
dangerous contaminants, including, for example, selenium.  Unregulated 
irrigation return flows and storm water discharges wash these wastes into Central 
Valley waterways causing pollution from agriculture to be one of the largest 
sources of water contamination in California. The existing administrative record 
for this matter demonstrates beyond any doubt that agricultural pollutants 
continue to cause and contribute to severe water quality violations. 
 

The initial waiver for agricultural discharges, adopted in 1982, was based 
on the Regional Board’s finding at the time that many types of waste discharges, 
including irrigation return waters, had no adverse effect on the waters of the 
state.  Resolution No. 82-036 at 1.  That finding is no longer correct given the 
overwhelming evidence of widespread degradation caused by discharges of 
agricultural pollutants in the Central Valley.  See Administrative Record, 
WaterKeepers Northern California et al. v. California Regional Water Quality 
Control Board, Central Valley Region, Case No. 02SC00289 (Sup. Ct. for 
Sacramento County) (Petitioners incorporate by reference the entire 
administrative record prepared by the Regional Board for that case).  The serious 
impairments of the Central Valley waters caused by agricultural pollution 
discharges and their cumulative impacts on fish species and critical habitat 
cannot reasonably be disputed. Resolution No. R5-2003-0103 continues to 
ignore the undisputed evidence and Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 continues the 
trend of broad, vague exemptions for agricultural discharges that imperil both the 
aquatic environment and human health and undermine public participation in 
addressing the agricultural discharge problem.   
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It is a fact that irrigation return flows pose a real and substantial risk to our 
waterways, fisheries, and community health.  Agricultural discharges are a major 
reason that the Regional Board, the State Board, and the federal EPA 
determined that the Delta and its tributary rivers fail to meet water quality 
objectives and protect beneficial uses.  Accordingly, the Regional Board – 
pursuant to Clean Water Act Section 303(d) – has identified twenty-four water 
bodies, spanning 565 miles of rivers and creeks and 488,224 acres of Delta and 
other waterways in the Central Valley that are being polluted by agricultural 
pesticides and other pollutants at levels that do not protect beneficial uses and, in 
most cases, are acutely toxic to aquatic wildlife.  1998 303(d) list; 2002 303(d) 
List.  In 2002, agriculture was again identified as a primary or contributing source 
for 635 miles of waterways impaired by pesticides, 129 miles by nutrients and 
175 miles by salts and/or selenium, among others.1 These polluted waters 
contaminate drinking water supplies for millions of Californians in the Central 
Valley, the San Francisco Bay Area, and Southern California. Agricultural toxins, 
such as pesticides, pathogens, nitrates, and salts, have been detected in drinking 
water sources for at least 48 counties throughout northern California.2  In 2000, 
the California Department of Pesticide Regulation detected pesticides in 96% of 
the 133 locations tested in the Central Valley, and over half of these detections 
exceeded unsafe levels for aquatic life and drinking water consumption. Id. 

 
The following are a few examples of the water bodies that the Regional 

Board, the State Board and the EPA agree are being impaired by pesticides from 
agricultural discharges.  The Delta Waterways are impaired by chlorpyrifos, DDT, 
diazinon, and “Group A” pesticides.  The Colusa Drain is impaired by 
carbofuran/furadan, “Group A” pesticides, malathion, methyl parathion, and other 
substances of unknown toxicity.  The Lower Merced River is impaired by 
chlorpyrifos, DDT, diazinon, and “Group A” pesticides.  The Lower Stanislaus 
River and the Lower Tuolumne River are both impaired with diazinon and “Group 
A” pesticides.  1998, 2002 303(d) lists. 
 

Agricultural discharges threaten populations of candidate, sensitive, and 
special status aquatic species and their critical habitat in the Central Valley.3  
Over the past decade, National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) identified the 
                                                 
1  SWRCB, 2002 Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Water Quality Limited Segment, 
February 4, 2003. 
2  Terri Olle et al., Water Woes: An Analysis of Pesticide Concentrations in California 
Surface Water, 2000 California Public Interest Research Group and Pesticide Action Network 
Report.  
3  Section 9 of the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) prohibits the taking of a listed 
species of fish or wildlife.  16 USC §1538.  The definition of a taking is to harass, harm, pursue, 
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct. 16 
USC § 1532(19).  Subsequently, NMFS has defined the term harm to include significant habitat 
modification or degradation where it actually kills or injures fish or wildlife by significantly 
impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, spawning, rearing, migrating, feeding 
or sheltering. 64 Fed. Reg. 60727.  Examples of activities that can cause death or injury to fish 
include discharging pollutants, such as oil, toxic chemicals, radioactivity, carcinogens, mutagens, 
teratogens, or organic nutrient-laden water into a listed species habitat.  64 Fed. Reg. 60730.   
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Delta and its tributaries, including local waterways as critical habitat for salmon 
and steelhead. 65 Fed. Reg. 7764-7787 16 Feb. 2000 (designating critical habitat 
for the Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon and Central Valley steelhead).  
The United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) has likewise identified the 
Delta, its tributaries, and local waterways as Critical Habitat for the Delta smelt. 
59 Fed. Reg. 65256 5 Mar. 1993.   These species are frequently in waterways 
that spawn or migrate during periods of prolonged agricultural discharge.4  In fact, 
the Sacramento, Lower San Joaquin, American and Feather rivers provide major 
spawning and rearing habitat for fish such as salmon, steelhead trout, striped 
bass, shad and sturgeon.5 
 
 Similarly, numerous studies have demonstrated that California waters are 
chronically toxic to fish and/or wildlife as a result of pesticide discharges.  The 
Regional Board found that “The Merced River, a major tributary [of the San 
Joaquin River], discharged toxic waters into the San Joaquin River…The inputs 
of Turlock Irrigation District, Orestimba Creek, and the Merced River also 
discharged water with high intensity toxicity (100% mortality within 24 hours) into 
the San Joaquin River.”6  A study conducted by the Regional Board between 
1991 and 1992 found that 47 percent of the water samples collected from the 
west side of the San Joaquin Valley between April and June tested toxic.  Most of 
the toxicity was attributed to chlorpyrifos, diazinon, and carbaryl, all from 
agricultural sources.7 

 
In addition to the evidence of adverse impacts on fish and wildlife, 

agricultural discharges in Central Valley watersheds have undermined the 
protection of safe drinking water.  It is well documented that pesticide 
contamination threatens the safety of drinking water in the San Joaquin-Tulare 
Basins.  In 1988, the USGS reported that “DBCP concentrations exceed the U.S. 
EPA drinking water standard of 0.2 micrograms/liter in 20 percent of the domestic 
water supply wells sampled” in the basins.8  This trend continues to pose adverse 

                                                 
4  According to recent data, Sacramento splittail are foraging and beginning their migration 
to upstream spawning areas in December, January and February.  Adult Delta smelt begin their 
spawning migration into fresher water during February to March.  Steelhead and Fall-run Chinook 
salmon are migrating through the Delta from late fall through spring. Early life stages can be 
found from February to mid-August.  Winter-run Chinook juveniles arrive in the Delta during the 
fall and winter to rear for a period ranging from weeks to several months.  They begin their out-
migration as smolts during February and are frequently found in the South Delta in March and 
April. Spring-run Chinook salmon yearlings migrate through the Delta during the fall and winter 
months.   
5  J. Phyllis Fox and Elaine Archibald, Aquatic Toxicity and Pesticides in Surface Waters of 
the Central Valley, prepared for California Urban Water Agencies, 1997, p.227. 
6  C. Foe and V. Connor 1991.  The San Joaquin watershed bioassay results.  Technical 
Report. Central Valley Regional Control Board. 
7  Christopher Foe, Insecticide Concentrations and Invertebrates Bioassay Mortality in 
Agricultural Return Water from San Joaquin Basin, California Regional Water Quality Control 
Board, Central Valley Region, December 1995, p.xv. 
8  Neil Dubrovsky, Charles Kratzer, Larry Brown, JoAnn Gronberg, and Karen Burow, Water 
Quality in the San Joaquin-Tulare Basins, California, 1992-95, USGS Circular 1159, 1998.   
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risks to human health and increased costs in the treatment of drinking water in 
the Central Valley.  A recent CalPIRG study found pesticides in 8,500 tests 
conducted over the past decade.  In over half of these tests, they exceeded safe 
levels for aquatic toxicity or drinking water standards. Water Woes 2000, at 1-3. 
Moreover, the Natural Resources Defense Council, in its 2001 report, California’s 
Contaminated Groundwater, documented widespread groundwater 
contamination in the Central Valley due to the impact of agricultural activities.  
California’s Contaminated Groundwater at 45-49, 59.  Among a number of 
relevant findings, NRDC identified the presence of at least fifty pesticides in 
groundwater in the Central Valley.  Id. The widespread degradation caused by 
pesticides and other agricultural pollutants presents irrefutable evidence of the 
environmental damages posed by current and future discharges.  Other more 
recent documents only underscore this point further.  Petitioners incorporate by 
reference each of the documents identified in this section in the Administrative 
Record.  
 

Yet for over twenty years the Regional Board has consistently failed to 
develop an effective regulatory program to protect receiving water quality, and 
thus the public, from discharges of severely polluted farm runoff and irrigation 
return flows. Despite three years of extensive advocacy by Petitioners and a 
November 2000 petition by DeltaKeeper and Environment California, the 
Regional Board rejected the petition in late 2001 and ordered Regional Board 
staff and to work with the agricultural community to asses the effects of 
agricultural discharges by February 2002 or to issue 13267 letters ordering the 
monitoring of discharges. The Regional Board then sat idly by while staff and the 
dischargers failed to gather the necessary information to develop an effective 
regulatory program, and, in the end, rushed to submit a very weak conditional 
waiver for approval on December 5, 2002. In addition to the technical and legal 
submittals by experts and Petitioners, over 100 different public interest 
organizations and numerous individuals submitted more than 4,000 comments in 
opposition to the Regional Board’s December proposal and negative declaration. 
Major Central Valley newspapers also editorialized against a continuation of 
waivers.9 

 
On December 5, 2002, in response to the imminent legislatively mandated 

sunset of the waivers for waste discharge from irrigated lands pursuant to 
SB390, the Regional Board adopted the proposed conditional waiver by its 
Resolution No. R5-2002-0201. Pursuant to the California Environmental Quality 
Act, the Regional Board also adopted a negative declaration (Resolution No. R5-
2002-0228), which incorrectly concluded that the proposed waiver could have no 

                                                 
9  See Sacramento Bee, Clean farms, clean rivers Ag's choice: Reform or get regulated, 
(7/10/03); Stockton Record, It's Time for Farmers to Help Clean Up, (12/1/02); Sacramento Bee, 
End the Farm Exemption, State Waterways are not Sewers, (12/5/02); Fresno Bee, Watershed or 
Sewer? Farmers Must be Required to Follow the Same Rules as Other Businesses, (12/8/02).  
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possible significant adverse impact on the environment.10 The Regional Boards’ 
questions and deliberations during the hearing made clear that the Board 
members were confused about the core issues of debate between the 
dischargers and Petitioners. Rather than acting in the public interest, the 
members acknowledged that they were seeking to protect agriculture from the 
expiration of existing waivers. The members had not given sufficient weight to the 
volumes of documents in the record demonstrating the need for a stronger 
regulatory program for these discharges. The next day, apparently due to 
substantial second thoughts on the part of some Regional Board members, a 
motion to rescind the newly adopted waiver was discussed but then defeated in a 
3-3 vote, which included unlawful participation by Board member Alves.11  

  
At the December hearing, the Regional Board did indicate that they 

intended to take the agricultural waiver issue up again in March 2003, instructing 
its staff to respond to the issues raised by both the Petitioners and the 
agricultural community.  In April 2003, Staff prepared a proposal representing 
their best-professional judgment regarding how best to address agricultural 
pollution.  For example, staff set forth a minimum monitoring program necessary 
to implement any agricultural pollution control program.  Likewise, staff admitted 
that they lacked resources and sufficient staff numbers to implement a successful 
program. To this end, the staff proposed fees that, although flawed in regards to 
coalition groups, at least began to close the long-term funding needs of any 
potentially successful program.  The Regional Water Board did take up staff’s 
proposal at a highly contentious hearing on April 24, 2003. At this hearing, the 
Regional Board considered the much-improved proposal, but opted to undercut 
some of its most important components and, in so doing, violated procedural 
requirements set forth in 23 CCR 647.3(a) by taking an action that was not 
properly noticed, thereby eviscerating the public process. The improper action 
directed staff to significantly weaken the improved April proposal. 

 
Staff did as directed and presented a water-downed version of a waiver 

that resulted from approximately 20 one-on-one meetings with the dischargers.  
The proposal was discussed exactly once with the environmental petitioners.   
Repeating the flaws of the past waiver hearings, the new version of the waiver 
was released on June 23, 2003 and interested parties were given just two weeks, 
including the Fourth of July holiday, to review it and submit their comments.  
Nevertheless, over 200 public health, environmental, community, and 

                                                 
10  Petitioners also include a request for the State Board to review Resolution No. R5-2003-
0103.  However, as noted below, the State Board does not appear to have authority to review the 
Regional Board’s decision pursuant to CEQA.  Petitioners nevertheless include those issues for 
review to the extent the State Board differs in that interpretation and in order to avoid any 
implication that Petitioners are waiving those issues. 
11  On June 2, 2003, the California Attorney General determined that Ms. Alves had a 
conflict of interest with respect to Water Code § 13207, which prohibited her participation in any 
Regional Board vote or discussion regarding the waivers for waste discharge requirements for 
irrigated lands. Letter from Peter Siggins, Chief Deputy Attorney General, to Craig Wilson, Chief 
Counsel, SWRCB.  
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recreational groups representing over 1 million Californians submitted a joint 
letter opposing the June 23 proposal. The League of Women Voters also 
submitted a letter on behalf of its members opposing the continuation of waivers. 
Over 3,300 members of the public individually contacted the Regional Board; 
approximately 3,285 of this correspondence urged the Regional Board to end 
waivers. Over 2,500 people signed a petition asserting their right to clean water, 
which was entered on the record during testimony provided by San Francisco 
BayKeeper at the July hearing. Senators Burton, Sher, and Khuel requested the 
Regional Board to end waivers.  Robert F. Kennedy Jr. chastised the Regional 
Board for acting on behalf of a small special interest group of agricultural 
lobbyists rather than for the public interest.  

 
The six-month debacle culminated on July 10, 2003 when over 150 

concerned California residents appeared at the Regional Board’s noticed hearing 
but were denied the opportunity to testify due to the Regional Board’s failure to 
manage time limits for agricultural representatives and shunting the public’s 
testimony off until the end of the hearing. Many of the residents represented 
communities directly impacted by agricultural runoff and had traveled from as far 
as Los Angeles, Delano, Fresno, and Bakersfield. The majority of these 
concerned community members lacked sufficient resources to remain in 
Sacramento over night for the next day of the hearing.  

 
Despite staff’s repeated acknowledgements that they had inadequate 

resources to implement the program and that the April 10 monitoring program 
represented their best professional judgment of what was minimally required to 
protect water quality, two members voted against the waiver, the five other 
members adopted the staff/discharger June 23rd proposal (Resolution No. R5-
2003-0105). The five members also reissued the previous negative declaration 
revised to include a list of studies that already were in the Board’s December 
record and which it purports supports its findings of no potential significant 
adverse impacts (Resolution No. R5-2003-0103).   
 

There is no doubt that the Regional Board’s actions and procedures have 
breached the public’s trust, abandoned the scientific legitimacy of this process, 
and violated the applicable laws. Petitioners hereby request the State Board to 
vacate the waiver adopted on July 11, 2003 and to proceed to adopt general 
waste discharge requirements that would assure a rational and viable program 
that would stop the violations of Central Valley’s water quality objectives by 
agricultural dischargers.  

 
 
1.       NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PETITIONERS: 
 

DeltaKeeper/WaterKeepers Northern California 
3536 Rainier Ave. 
Stockton, CA 95204 
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 Attention: Bill Jennings, DeltaKeeper 
 
 San Francisco BayKeeper/WaterKeepers Northern California 
 55 Hawthorne St. Suite 550 
 San Francisco, CA 94105 
 Attention: Sejal Choksi, Pesticide Program Attorney 
 

Natural Resources Defense Council 
 71 Stevenson St. Suite 1825 
 San Francisco, CA 94105 
 Attention: David Beckman, Senior Attorney 

Jonathan Kaplan, Project Specialist 
 
 Environment California 

3435 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 385 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
Attention: Teri Olle, Toxics Program Director & Staff Attorney 
Sujatha Jahagirdar, Safe Drinking Water Advocate 

 
 The Ocean Conservancy 

116 New Montgomery St. Suite 810 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

 Attention: Linda Sheehan, Director, Pacific Regional Office 
 
 California Sportfishing Protection Alliance 
 1248 East Oak Ave., No. D 
 Woodland, CA 95776 
 Attention:  Jim Crenshaw, President 
 
 
2.       THE SPECIFIC ACTION OR INACTION OF THE REGIONAL BOARD 
WHICH THE STATE BOARD IS REQUESTED TO REVIEW AND A COPY OF 
ANY ORDER OR RESOLUTION OF THE REGIONAL BOARD WHICH IS 
REFERRED TO IN THE PETITION: 
 

i.  Petitioners seek review of Resolution No. R5-2003-0105.  The 
Regional Board has failed to ensure that future water quality and 
the public interest will be protected by adopting Resolution No. R5-
2003-0105 and continuing waivers. The Board itself has 
acknowledged that the July waiver is inadequately funded and 
unclear, yet it has failed to remedy the waiver or even consider the 
alternative of issuing waste discharge requirements as required by 
Water Code § 13269. 

 
ii. Petitioners request the State Board to review Resolution No. R5-

2003-0103 and the numerous issues that were raised before the 
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Regional Board regarding the deficiencies in their efforts to comply 
with CEQA, Pub. Res. Code § 21000 et seq.  According to Water 
Code § 13320, however, the State Board has no authority to review 
the Regional Board’s CEQA decisions.  By including these issues in 
this petition for review, Petitioners do not intend to waive or 
otherwise question their ability to seek review of the Regional 
Board’s CEQA decision in Superior Court pursuant to CEQA 
independent of any action or inaction by the State Board in 
response to this petition.  

    
 
3.      THE DATE ON WHICH THE REGIONAL BOARD ACTED OR REFUSED 
TO ACT OR ON WHICH THE REGIONAL BOARD WAS REQUESTED TO ACT: 
 

July 10/11, 2003. 
 
4.      A FULL AND COMPLETE STATEMENT OF THE REASONS THE ACTION 
OR FAILURE TO ACT WAS INAPPROPRIATE OR IMPROPER: 
 
 Petitioners request that the State Board vacate the Regional Board’s 
waiver decision and negative declaration and order immediate implementation of 
Waste Discharge Requirements because (1) the Regional Board’s Resolution 
violates the Basin Plan; (2) the Regional Board’s Resolution violates federal and 
state anti-degradation policies; (3) the Regional Board’s Resolution is beyond the 
scope of the Regional Board’s authority under the Water Code, (4) the Regional 
Board’s findings, especially its finding that the adopted waiver is in the public 
interest, are inconsistent with the weight of the evidence in the record; (5) the 
adopted waiver does not assure any improvement in the condition of the large 
numbers of Central Valley waters currently impaired by agricultural discharges; 
and (6) Regional Board members have displayed a bias towards protecting 
agricultural interests to the detriment of the public and water quality. 

 
A.  BY ADOPTING THE WAIVER RESOLUTIONS, THE REGIONAL 

BOARD HAS FAILED TO IMPLEMENT AND HAS TAKEN AN ACTION 
INCONSISTENT WITH THE BASIN PLAN’S PESTICIDE DISCHARGE 
CONTROL PROVISIONS 

 
 Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 is completely inconsistent with the existing 
implementation plan established in the Basin Plan to address discharges of 
pesticides from irrigated agriculture.  Pursuant to the existing plan, all agricultural 
discharges were required to “implement management practices that result in full 
compliance with [water quality] objectives by 1 January 1993, unless required to 
do so earlier. . . .”  Basin Plan, p- IV-34.00.  The record is very clear that this 
Basin Plan mandate was not achieved by the agricultural dischargers.  The Basin 
Plan sets forth the requisite response to actual and threatened violations of 
objectives, including review and approval or disapproval of management 
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practices and categorizing pesticide discharges into one of three categories.  Of 
particular note is Category 2: 
 

Where the Board finds that currently used discharge management 
practices are resulting in violations of water quality objectives, but 
the impacts of the discharge are not so severe as to require 
immediate changes, dischargers will be given three years, with a 
possibility of three one year time extensions depending on the 
circumstances involved, to develop and implement practices that 
will meet the objectives.  During this period of time, dischargers 
may be required to take interim steps, such as meeting Board 
established performance goals to reduce impacts of the discharges.  
Monitoring will be required to show that the interim steps and 
proposed management practices are effective. 

 
Basin Plan, p. IV-35.00.  Counting from the January 1, 1993 deadline for 
complying with standards, the Basin Plan already requires agricultural 
dischargers to have established and implemented practices by January 1, 1999, 
that assure attainment of water quality objectives.  Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 
ignores the clear 1996 deadline included in the Basin Plan.  In effect, the waiver 
grants an unauthorized, open-ended time extension from having to develop and 
implement water quality objective-based management practices to all agricultural 
discharges to impaired waters. 
 
 Unlike the waiver, the Basin Plan also requires that the Regional Board 
review and approve or disapprove management practices.  Basin Plan, pp. IV-
34.00 – 35.00.  As noted above, where they are deficient, the Basin Plan requires 
additional measures to be developed by a specific date.  Where the Board finds 
that management measures are adequate to meet water quality objectives, the 
Basin Plan forbids any changes in those measures without further Board review 
and approval.  The waiver charts an entirely different course.  The Regional 
Board has never reviewed any of the existing management practices, albeit they 
have determined that the practices are resulting in violations of water quality 
objectives.  See Section 303(d) List.  The waiver blindly delegates any 
assessment of management measures to the dischargers, without the check and 
balance of Regional Board review and approval required by the Basin Plan. 
 

The recent hearings by the Board to review the progress of the existing 
pesticide control program also failed to consider specific topics required to be 
reviewed by the Basin Plan.  The Board was required to “review monitoring 
results and identify pesticides of greatest concern.”  Basin Plan, p. IV-34.00.  
Petitioners do not recall any review or discussion of the copious monitoring 
studies submitted by the environmental petitioners to the Board for its 
consideration.  The Board was required to “review changes or trends in pesticide 
use that may impact water quality.”  Id.  Environmental petitioners do not believe 
any such information was brought to the Board’s attention by its staff or the 
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agricultural dischargers.  The Board was required to “consider approval of 
proposed management practices for the control of pesticide discharges.”  Id.  No 
proposed management practices were considered by the Board.  The Board was 
required to “set the schedule for reviewing management practices for specific 
pesticides.”  Id.  Nothing of the sort was considered by the Board.  Lastly, the 
Board’s hearing was required to “consider enforcement action.”  Id.  No such 
consideration was given.  The Board has been required to review these specified 
topics at least every two years since the State Board approved these pesticide 
provisions in February 1990.  To date, the Board has never held a hearing 
complying with the Basin Plan’s review requirement. 

 
The Regional Board cannot take any action inconsistent with its Basin 

Plan.  As is clear above, Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 bears no resemblance to 
the pesticide implementation plan established by the regional Board in its Basin 
Plan.  Allowing the waiver, rather than the Basin Plan, to govern agricultural 
pesticide discharges, in effect, amends the Basin Plan without complying with 
any of the procedural mandates necessary to amend the Plan.  For these 
reasons, the State Board should vacate the July waiver. 
 
B.  RESOLUTION NO. R5-2003-0105 IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE 

STATE’S ANTIDEGRADATION POLICY AND PROVISIONS OF THE 
BASIN PLAN IMPLEMENTING THAT POLICY 

 
 The waiver also runs roughshod over the provisions of the Basin Plan 
seeking to protect the high quality waters of the State.  As the Basin Plan 
explains, “State Water Board Resolution No. 68-16 requires the maintenance of 
the existing high quality of water (i.e., “background”) unless a change in water 
quality ‘will be consistent with maximum benefit to the people of the State . . . .’”  
Basin Plan, p. IV-17.00.  Resolution No. 68-16 provides: 
 

Whenever the existing quality of water is better than the quality 
established in policies as of the date on which such policies 
become effective, such existing high quality will be maintained until 
it has been demonstrated to the State that any change will be 
consistent with maximum benefit to the people of the State, will not 
unreasonably affect present and anticipated beneficial use of such 
water and will not result in water quality less than that prescribed in 
the policies. 

 
Basin Plan, Appendix 2.  The Central Valley Basin Plan was originally adopted in 
1975.  Based on monitoring during the early 1970’s, the Regional Board 
determined that agricultural discharges were not causing any significant 
problems with water quality objectives.  A Review of Options for Controlling 
Discharges from Irrigated Lands, CVRWQCB, July 2001, p. 2.  Indeed, that was 
the basis in 1982 for the Board’s initial issuance of the waiver for agricultural 
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discharges.  Resolution No. 82-036.   Hence, as of the date on which the Basin 
Plan became effective, all of the Central Valley’s waters were high quality.  
 
 The Basin Plan codifies the fact that all waters of the Central Valley are 
high quality waters for purposes of Resolution No. 68-16, irregardless of their 
current degraded condition, providing that: 
 

[m]aintenance of the existing high quality of water means 
maintenance of “background” water quality conditions, i.e., the 
water quality found upstream or upgradient of the discharge, 
unaffected by other discharges.  Therefore, the water quality 
objectives will define the least stringent limits which will be imposed 
and background defines the most stringent limits which will be 
imposed on ambient water quality. 

 
Basin Plan, p. IV-17.00.  This means that all waters of the Central Valley Region 
are high quality waters that trigger the requirements of Resolution No. 68-16.   
 

Since the Basin Plan was adopted in 1975, the Regional Board has failed 
to apply Resolution 68-16 to agricultural discharges.  Hence, for almost three 
decades, the Board has simply allowed numerous activities that have and are 
producing wastes that have been discharging to high quality waters throughout 
that entire period and which have resulted in massive violations of water quality 
standards throughout the Valley.  That is the precise scenario that Resolution No. 
68-16 was designed to prevent.  By ignoring it, the Regional Board has failed to 
protect the once clean waters of the Central Valley in direct contravention of 
Resolution No. 68-16.  The Regional Board ignored that fundamental 
requirement when it first enacted the waiver for agricultural discharges in 1982.  
And, despite the mounting data showing significant degradation of water quality 
by agricultural dischargers since that time, the Regional Board continued to 
ignore Resolution No. 68-16.  The Board’s omission of Resolution No. 68-16 from 
its consideration of agricultural discharges continued right up until the July 10 
and 11 hearing on the new waiver, at which time the Board paid no more than lip 
service to Resolution No. 68-16’s critically important conditions.   
 
 Resolution 68-16 requires specific steps to protect high quality waters, 
including mandating the use of Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs) 
including specified technology-based effluent limitations: 
 

Any activity which produces or may produce a waste or increase 
volume or concentration of waste and which discharges or 
proposes to discharge to existing high quality waters will be 
required to meet waste discharge requirements which will result in 
best practicable treatment and control of the discharge necessary 
to assure that (a) a pollution or nuisance will not occur and (b) the 
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highest water quality consistent with maximum benefit to the people 
of the State will be maintained. 

 
Resolution No. 68-16, ¶ 2. Hence, Resolution 68-16 mandates the use of WDRs 
and Reports of Waste Discharges (RWDs) where the Regional Board is asked to 
approve discharges of waste to high quality waters.  Obviously, waiving WDRs 
and RWDs is inconsistent with that command.   
 
 Moreover, based on the record and the terms of the waiver itself, the 
Board has not required any treatment or control requirements that assure no 
pollution or nuisance will occur or will maintain even current water quality, never 
mind the highest water quality required by Resolution No. 68-16.  Expert 
comments submitted to the Regional Board have concluded that the waiver will 
result in increases in current levels of agricultural pollution.  See infra, section G 
(2).  Any assertion by the Regional Board that its experimental foray into 
“Coalition Groups” will work to protect water quality is based largely on 
guesswork and a large dose of wishful thinking.   
 
Prior to allowing any discharges, Resolution No. 68-16 requires dischargers to 
demonstrate to the Regional Board that allowing their waste discharges is 
consistent with the policy.  Resolution No. 68-16, ¶ 1 (“existing high quality will be 
maintained until it has been demonstrated to the State that any change will be 
consistent with maximum benefit to the people of the State”).  This requirement is 
further elaborated in the Regional Board’s Basin Plan: 
 

a Report of Waste Discharge, or any other similar technical report 
required by the Board pursuant to Water Code Section 13267, must 
include information regarding the nature and extent of the 
discharge and potential for the discharge to affect surface or 
groundwater quality in the region. This information must be 
presented as an analysis of the impacts and potential impacts of 
the discharge on water quality, as measured by background 
concentrations and applicable water quality objectives. The extent 
of information necessary will depend on the specific conditions of 
the discharge…In addition the discharger must identify treatment or 
control measured to be taken to minimize or prevent water quality 
degradation. 

 
Basin Plan p. IV-16.00.  No such evidence is found in the waiver record.     
 
 In an attempt to address the Regional Board’s failure to apply Resolution 
No. 68-16, staff hurriedly prepared a new finding for Resolution No. R5-2003-
0105 which they inserted the day of the hearing on the waiver.  Resolution No. 
R5-2003-0105, Finding 13.  The new finding does not attempt to address 
Resolution No. 68-16’s requirement that WDRs be applied to the proposed 
agricultural discharges.   
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The finding also does not, indeed cannot, point to any condition of the 

waiver requiring the implementation of “best practicable treatment and control.” 
Nor does it point to any of the information required of the dischargers spelled out 
in the Policy and its guidance.  The waiver simply leaves it to the dischargers to 
determine what their management practices might be and whether or not they 
will actually assure achievement of any water quality objective at some 
undisclosed time in the future.  See Resolution No. R5-2003-0105, Att. B, 
Condition 5.  As of the date of adoption of the waiver, the Board had essentially 
gathered no evidence on the types of management practices actually being 
employed by agriculture or their efficacy in protecting water quality.  Hence, 
Finding 13’s claims that the waiver will result in management practices that 
achieve compliance with standards and that the currently unidentified 
management practices will eventually some day result in best practicable 
treatment and control, ignore the admitted fact that the Board has no idea what 
management practices even exist at this point.   There is simply no way that the 
Board can point to any evidence that supports its conclusory assertions. 

 
Relatedly, the unwarranted optimism of the conclusion in Finding 13 that 

“[c]hanges in water quality that may occur as a result of this Waiver will be to 
improve, over time, the quality of the waters, not to cause further degradation” is 
mere surmise and is inconsistent with the expert comments that conclude the 
waiver will allow the pollution problems caused by agriculture to worsen.  See 
infra, section G (2). 

 
Likewise, the Board’s assertion at Finding 13 that the waiver includes “a 

time schedule to achieve compliance with water quality objectives” is completely 
fictional.12  The Regional Board did not include in the waiver any express timeline 
by which a management practice or any other condition of the waiver would have 
to meet standards.  Indeed, the Board and its staff expressly rejected the 
environmental petitioners’ early proposal to include a 10-year deadline for 
compliance with standards or earlier where a TMDL requires an earlier 
compliance date.  Based on the terms of the waiver, a discharger is in 
compliance if their management practices can be claimed to achieve compliance 
in 20, 30 or even a hundred years.  Management practice effectiveness is slated 
for Phase III of the monitoring requirements and, even at that late phase, the 
waiver asks the dischargers to come up with their own schedule for monitoring 
management practice effectiveness. Thus, the Board and staff will not know 
within the term of the waiver, and perhaps indefinitely beyond that, which, if any, 
management practices actually do anything to achieve compliance with 
standards.  See Att. B, Condition D; Order No. R5-2003-0826, Condition I.2.C; 
III.A.3.     

 

                                                 
12  In addition, any such time schedule is not authorized to be included in waivers.  See infra, 
section F. 
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In sum, staff’s rushed effort to excuse the Board from the requirements of 
Resolution No. 68-16 fails.  The waiver is plainly not authorized by, and is 
inconsistent with, the express terms of Resolution No. 68-16 and should be 
vacated for this reason. 
 
C.  THE WAIVER FAILS TO APPLY THE FEDERAL ANTIDEGRADATION 

POLICY AS REQUIRED BY THE BASIN PLAN 
 
 The Basin Plan also requires the Regional Board to comply with the 
federal antidegradation policy when implementing its pesticide control program.  
Basin Plan, p. IV-36.00 (“the Board will take steps to ensure that this control 
program is conducted in compliance with the federal and state antidegradation 
policies”).  The federal policy mandates that “[e]xisting instream water uses and 
the level of water quality necessary to protect the existing uses shall be 
maintained and protected.”  40 C.F.R. § 131.12(a)(1).  It also required the 
Regional Board to have performed an antidegradation analysis prior to allowing 
the Central Valley’s waters to become degraded by farming discharges over the 
last three decades.  40 C.F.R. § 131.12(a)(2).  Continuing the past trend of 
simply ignoring the federal antidegradation requirements while allowing 
agricultural pollution to expand out of control, the Regional Board once again has 
ignored the directions of its Basin Plan and failed to address the federal 
antidegradation policy in issuing Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 and the 
accompanying CEQA and monitoring resolutions.    
 
D.  THE REGIONAL BOARD HAS EXCEEDED ITS AUTHORITY BY 

WAIVING COMPLIANCE WITH WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES  
 

The Resolution exceeds the Regional Board’s authority to issue waivers 
granted by Section 13269 of the Water Code.  The Board’s waiver authority is 
limited to waiving two requirements: reports of waste discharge and waste 
discharge requirements.  Water Code § 13269.  Section 13269 does not 
authorize the Regional Board to waive compliance with its Basin Plan, the state 
and federal antidegradation policies, or any water quality objectives.  
Nevertheless, that is what the Resolution does.  Rather than require compliance 
with the Central Valley’s water quality objectives, the Resolution relieves 
agricultural dischargers from compliance with objectives and replaces that 
fundamental requirement with compliance with the waiver conditions. By 
equating compliance with the waiver’s illusory conditions to compliance with 
water quality objectives, the Regional Board has expanded its decision beyond 
waiving reports of waste discharge and WDRs.  As a result, the Regional Board 
had no authority to take this action. For the same reason, the waiver is 
inconsistent with the public interest, which at a minimum must include 
compliance with water quality objectives.  See infra, Section G; Water Code § 
13269. 
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E.  PRIOR TO ADOPTING RESOLUTION NO. R5-2003-0105, THE 
REGIONAL BOARD FAILED TO SUBSTANTIVELY CONSIDER THE 
ADOPTION OF GENERAL WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS  
 
The Resolution does not comply with the procedural mandate of Water 

Code Section 13269(f).  This section mandates that the Regional Board, “[p]rior 
to renewing any waiver for a specific type of waste discharge . . . shall determine 
whether the discharge for which the waiver policy was established should be 
subject to general or individual waste discharge requirements.”  Water Code § 
13269(f).  None of the alternatives presented by staff at any of the hearings 
included either an alternative issuing general WDRs, or individual WDRs, or a 
combination of those two options, or a combination of those two options and a 
more limited waiver for specified subcategories of agricultural discharges. Thus, 
the Regional Board cannot support the decision to waive WDRs without providing 
notice of this issue and preparing a suitable record containing evidence to 
support such a conclusion. 
 
F.  THE REGIONAL BOARD EXCEEDED ITS AUTHORITY BY INCLUDING 

AN OPEN-ENDED SCHEDULE OF COMPLIANCE IN ITS WAIVER  
 
 Under the Basin Plan, the Regional Board has express authority to issue 
compliance schedules only for NPDES permits. Basin Plan p. IV-16.00. The 
Regional Board also has statutory authority to issue time schedules under when 
issuing WDRs. Water Code § 13263(c). There is no similar authority, however, 
when the Board is issuing a waiver.  Nevertheless, the Regional Board, in issuing 
the waiver, has issued an open-ended extension of time for all agricultural 
polluters within the Central Valley to comply with water quality objectives.  By 
doing so, the Regional Board has exceeded its authority. 
 
 Water Code § 13263 (WDRs) enumerates the Regional Board’s ability to 
issue time schedules, whereas § 13269 (waivers) does not. The canon of 
statutory construction – expressio unius est exclusio alterius – reads this 
exclusion to mean that the Legislature has intentionally withheld from the boards 
the ability to issue compliance schedules when issuing waivers.  Of course, this 
omission by the Legislature makes perfect sense.  Waivers are intended to be for 
de minimis discharges.  If a violation of objectives is occurring or expected to 
occur, warranting a compliance schedule, then the discharge is obviously more 
serious than one that should be regulated through waivers.  By issuing a 
compliance schedule, therefore, the Regional Board has essentially admitted that 
these discharges are not benign and will require more stringent regulation than 
simple waivers. The record also demonstrates that agricultural discharges are 
not minimal enough to warrant waivers. Thus, the Board must maintain the 
compliance schedules as necessary to regulate discharges of agricultural waste 
but should do so pursuant to its authority to issue WDRs. Water Code §13263(c). 
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G.  RESOLUTION NO. R5-2003-0105 IS INDISPUTABLY AGAINST THE 
PUBLIC INTEREST 

 
 There is no evidence to support the Regional Board’s Finding No. 26 and 
its claims that the Resolution is not against the public interest. Resolution No. 
2003-0105 is undeniably against the public interest because it (1) violates the 
fundamental policies of Water Code § 13000, (2) is not based on any evidence 
and contravenes all available scientific evidence demonstrating the impropriety of 
these waivers and may, in fact, further degrade water quality, (3) relies upon an 
ineffective monitoring program which will yield little useful information during the 
life of the waiver, (4) forces the general public, rather than the polluters, to foot 
the entire bill for an unwieldy regulatory waiver program on the state, (5) benefits 
self-serving Coalitions of polluters rather than the public, (6) fails to require the 
implementation of new and appropriate management practices, and (7) is 
inconsistent with State Board policy that regulating in the public interest requires 
protection of water quality.  

 
The Regional Board, through Finding number 26 of the Resolution, skirts 

around the crucial fact that the waiver is against the public interest by using 
conclusory statements, which are wholly unsupported by the evidence.  

 
The adoption of this Resolution and Waivers is not against the 
public interest because (1) it was adopted in compliance with CWC 
sections 13260, 13263 and 13269…, (2) it includes conditions that 
are intended to reduce and prevent pollution and nuisance and 
protect the beneficial uses…, (3) it contains more specific and more 
stringent conditions for protection of water quality compared to 
either the 1982 Waiver or the 2002 Conditional Waiver…, and  
contains conditions that are similar to the conditions of municipal 
stormwater NPDES permits…, (4) given the magnitude of and 
number of persons who discharge waste from irrigated lands it 
provides for an efficient and effective use of limited Regional Board 
resources, and (5) it provides reasonable flexibility for the 
Dischargers…. 
 
Finding number 26 (1) of the Resolution circularly states that the waiver is 

not against the public interest because “it was adopted in compliance with [Water 
Code] sections 13260, 13263, and 13269…” These three sections, however, only 
clarify that the Regional Board has the authority to adopt a waiver when 
appropriate and that a waiver cannot be against the public interest. These 
sections do not explain any standard for determining what is or is not in the 
public interest.   

 
As for subparagraph (2) of the Finding, good intentions are fine, but, as is 

shown below, the Board fails to put forth any evidence to support a conclusion 
that the waiver’s conditions will prevent pollution or nuisance and protect 
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beneficial uses.  Evidence of effectiveness is called for, not evidence of the 
Board’s and staff’s state of mind.   

 
Subparagraph (3) of Finding 26 is of no import and is misleading.  Any 

piece of paper with little more than a child’s doodling would have improved upon 
the 1982 and December 2002 waivers.  More seriously, the Board entirely 
misleads the public in claiming that the waiver’s conditions resemble in any way 
the requirements of the State’s general stormwater permit.  There is no 
resemblance whatsoever with that NPDES permit, and no evidence in the record 
to support this assertion.   

 
Subparagraph (4) of the Finding again overstates in claiming that the 

waiver is either an efficient or effective use of the Board’s resources.  Staff’s 
testimony made clear that the Board does not have enough staff to implement 
the waiver.  The fact that there are many polluters does not mean that delegating 
the discharge problems to them and waiving any fees will solve the problems or 
not require even more staff time than general WDRs.  Nor is there any evidence 
that any of the waiver’s conditions will be effective.   

 
The culminating subparagraph (5) essentially admits that the waiver was 

designed to address the concerns of the dischargers.  It however fails entirely to 
address the importance of water quality protection for the over 20 million users of 
Central Valley waters. These 20 million Californians, and not the 25,000 
dischargers, are the “public” that the Water Code seeks to protect but which were 
overlooked in the issuance of the waiver. 
 

1.  The Fundamental Policy Of The Water Code, As Identified In Section 
13000, And The Overwhelming Public Outcry Against Waivers Alone 
Required The Regional Board To Find Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 
To Be Against The Public Interest. 

 
Under the Water Code, attainment of water quality standards is the clear, 

objective measure of the public’s interest.   
 

The people of the state have a primary interest in the conservation, 
control and utilization of the water resources of the state and that 
the quality of all the waters of the state shall be protected for use 
and enjoyment by the people of the state.  
 

Water Code § 13000 (emphasis added). To this end, the Regional Board 
received thousands of testimonials from California residents expressing how 
waivers hinder their use and enjoyment of California’s waters. Additionally, over 
150 residents attended the July 10, 2003 public hearing to voice their desire for 
stronger regulations of agricultural discharges but were prevented from doing so. 
Furthermore, over 200 public-interest organizations representing over 1 million 
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Californians submitted a joint letter stating exactly how this Resolution harmed 
water quality and thus, the public.  

 
Based on the scientific evidence on the record, it is undeniable that 

agricultural discharges constitute “[a]ctivities and factors, which may affect the 
quality of the waters of the state.” According to the Water Code, therefore, these 
activities “shall be regulated to attain the highest water quality.”  Water Code § 
13000. The Regional Board had no evidence in its files supporting a finding that 
waiving agricultural discharges from reporting and waste discharge requirements 
will “attain the highest water quality.”  In fact, the waiver on its face admits that 
water quality standards will be violated, and the evidence on record 
demonstrates that existing waiver conditions will fall miserably short of assuring 
compliance with water quality standards. See Administrative Record, 
WaterKeepers Northern California et al. v. California Regional Water Quality 
Control Board, Central Valley Region, Case No. 02SC00289 (Sup. Ct. for 
Sacramento County). 

 
In light of the Resolution’s failure to ensure compliance with water quality 

standards the Regional Board neglected to “exercise its full power and 
jurisdiction to protect the quality of the waters in the state from degradation” as 
required by the Water Code § 13000. Waivers are inappropriate for pollutants 
and activities that are impairing the state’s waters. Waivers must be reserved for 
de minimus discharges. Waivers are inappropriate for pollutant discharges that 
clearly threaten or have already been identified as causing impairment. As 
Regional Board Principle Assistant Executive Officer Ken Landau told the 
Regional Board in March, 2003, waivers are appropriate as a regulatory 
alternative for lower, not higher environmental threats that require little oversight 
by the Regional Board. See Administrative Record, Powerpoint presentation by 
Kenneth Landau to the Regional Board, March 2003. As Mr. Landau pointed out, 
waivers allow no or fewer enforcement options to the Board and bring in no or 
only a one-time application fee. Waste Discharge Requirements, on the other 
hand, offer a variety of enforcement mechanisms and ensure annual funding. 
Thus, waivers do not represent the Regional Board’s ability to “exercise its full 
power and jurisdiction” and, as the record shows, will not “protect the quality of 
waters in the state.”  

 
It was therefore the Regional Board’s responsibility to the people of 

California to exercise its full authority to protect the waters in the state from 
degradation by agricultural activities, including WDRs assuring the attainment of 
water quality objectives, as required by the fundamental principles set forth in the 
Water Code. In light of the Regional Board’s failure to act within the public 
interest to protect water quality, the State Board now inherits this responsibility.  
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2.  The Weight Of The Evidence In The Record Demonstrates That 
Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 Contravenes All Available 
Scientific Evidence And That Waiver Conditions May Lead To 
Further Degradation Of Water Quality. 

 
Finding number 26 (2) claims that the Resolution is not against the public 

interest because “it included conditions that are intended to reduce and prevent 
pollution and nuisance and protect the beneficial uses of the waters of the state.”  

 
Petitioners are unaware of the conditions to which this finding refers. 

Multiple experts have stated quite clearly that the vague waiver conditions in the 
Resolution will likely degrade water quality even further. 
 

“Given the lack of data proposed to be collected, it is likely that 
increased degradation to Central Valley waterways could occur and 
would go undetected.” Dr. Susan Kegley, July 7, 2003 Comment 
Letter to Regional Board (Kegley Letter). 
 
“Ultimately, because the proposed monitoring programs 
are…inadequate, only the most severe and extensive water quality 
impairments are likely to be discovered. As a result the 
effectiveness of management practices can not be evaluated. 
Further, continued worsening of water quality conditions is likely, 
and would not be detected under the [Resolution].” Steve Bond, 
July 7, 2003 Comment Letter to Regional Board (Bond Letter). 
 
“The two year waiver would include only a single year of water 
quality sampling and therefore, ignore Phase II monitoring for 
pesticide, metals, and nutrients. In fact, it is conceivable that water 
quality conditions could deteriorate under this monitoring plan as 
many areas and constituents will go unmonitored.” Terry Strange, 
July 2, 2003 Comment Letter to Regional Board (Strange Letter). 

 
“[Under the Resolution] in some watersheds, loadings of long-
recognized pollutants will increase and the severity of impacts will 
surely grow. In other areas, new pollutants will emerge as 
problems, often working in combination with existing pollutants to 
further erode the integrity of aquatic ecosystems.” Dr. Charles 
Benbrook, November 20, 2002.  Additionally, Dr. Benbrook asserts, 
“RWQCB’s proposal provides little assurance that agricultural 
discharges will be significantly reduced for many years.  In fact, it is 
far more likely, in my opinion, that thousands of California farms in 
the Central Valley will continue to discharge large quantities of 
pesticides, fertilizers, salts, sediment and other pollutants at levels 
which cause unacceptable degradation of surface and groundwater 
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supplies.”  Dr. Charles Benbrook, May 23, 2003. Comment Letters 
to Regional Board (Benbrook Letter). 

 
“The absence of information to inform action would appear to 
establish a situation where water quality conditions are not likely to 
improve during the period of the waiver and may well become more 
degraded.” David Paradies, July 2003 Comment Letter to Regional 
Board (Paradies Letter). 

 
"It is important to understand that the currently proposed monitoring 
program could readily lead to a worsening of the water quality 
conditions in Central Valley waterbodies, as a result of new or 
expanded discharges of pesticides and other hazardous chemicals 
from agricultural operations." Drs. G. Fred Lee and Anne Jones-
Lee, July 3, 2003 Comment Letter to Regional Board (Lee Letter). 

 
There is no evidence in the record that the conditions included in this waiver will 
reduce or prevent pollution. 

 
The Regional Board’s Finding No. 26 (3) goes on to state that the 

Resolution “contains more specific and more stringent conditions for protection of 
water quality compared to either the 1982 Waiver or the 2002 Conditional Waiver 
adopted by the Regional Board on 5 December 2002, and contains conditions 
that are similar to the conditions of municipal stormwater NPDES permits, 
including evaluation and implementation of management practices to meet water 
quality objectives and a more specific monitoring and reporting program.” 

 
 The Regional Board’s self praise is undeserved and does not support their 
assertion because retrospectively no one can deny that the 1982 waiver was a 
horrendous mistake that led to our current state of impaired water quality. And 
the December 5, 2003 Resolution was tainted by conflicts of interest and an 
appearance of biased rulemaking and scientific experts heavily criticized the 
program as unable to protect water quality. This Resolution is no better than its 
predecessors and only provides the agency a false sense of accomplishment. It 
makes little difference that this Resolution may be more specific than flawed 
preceding regulations. The true comparison required by the Water Code and 
protection of the public interest is whether the weight of the evidence 
demonstrates that the waiver’s conditions assure attainment of objectives.  No 
such evidence exists.   
 

The Regional Board is missing critical information regarding the number of 
farms, the location of agricultural discharges, their volume and constituents, what 
if any management practices are being applied, whether those practices actually 
control any pollutants, the availability of other management practices, whether 
watershed programs will be adequately funded, or who will be held accountable 
for waiver violations.  All of the evidence before the Regional Board on July 
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10/11, 2003, and before the State Board today, represents abundant 
documentation of the danger to the environment posed by pollutants discharged 
by agriculture.  This evidence testifies to the failure of existing management 
practices, whatever they may be, to protect the Central Valley’s waters.  The 
Resolution offers no incentive to collect this information or to improve 
management practices.  

 
The last twenty years of waivers have resulted in overwhelming pollution 

of waterways, despite the 1982 finding that there would be no impact to water 
quality. Numerous studies have demonstrated that California waters are 
chronically toxic to fish and/or wildlife as a result of pesticide discharges.  See 
supra, pp. 3-5.   

 
In addition to the evidence of adverse impacts on fish and wildlife, 

agricultural discharges in Central Valley watersheds have undermined the 
protection of safe drinking water.  See supra, pp. 3-5. 
  

The Regional Board has no evidence in the record to show that the vague 
conditions in the Resolution will likely reduce discharges of agricultural pollutants 
to the state’s waters. In fact, every single piece of scientific evidence in the 
record demonstrates that waivers do not protect water quality.  Given the Board’s 
lack of information, lack of experience in implementing programs within the 
agricultural community, and the demonstrated harm to water quality and drinking 
water sources, it is impossible for the Regional Board to find that the waiver will 
not be against the public interest. Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 is not supported 
by the weight of the evidence and is likely to result in either no reduction or 
increased discharges, which will continue to directly harm the public interest. 
 

3.  Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 and Order Nos. R5-2003-0826 and 
R5-2003-0827 propose an ineffective monitoring program, 
which will yield little useful information during the life of the 
waiver. 

 
In addition to having no evidence that the Resolution will reduce any 

pollution, the terms of the monitoring plan itself assure that no environmental 
benefits will result from its implementation.  The ambiguous nature of the phased 
monitoring under the Resolution precludes the ability of the Regional Board to 
adduce this evidence even if it attempted to do so. Furthermore, it is likely that 
the monitoring plan will not even achieve its own objectives.13 “The monitoring 
                                                 
13  The stated MRP objectives are to: assess impacts of waste discharges from irrigated 
lands to surface water; determine the degree of implementation of management practices to 
reduce discharge of specific wastes that impact water quality; determine the effectiveness of 
management practices and strategies to reduce discharge of specific wastes that impact water 
quality; determine concentration and load of waste in these discharges to surface waters; and 
evaluate compliance with existing narrative and numeric water quality objectives to determine if 
additional implementation of management practices is necessary to improve and/or protect water 
quality. 
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requirements as proposed will not provide sufficient information for developing 
the proposed EIR and for meeting the five objectives of the monitoring plan.” 
Kegley Letter; see also Paradies Letter; Strange Letter; Lee Letter.  

 
The phased monitoring approach will not lead to any improvements over 

the next three years, and in fact, will allow discharges to continue to degrade 
water quality. As one expert states, “the ‘phased’ approach will not effectively 
serve to support development of the EIR or initiate appropriate water quality 
protection during the proposed period of the waiver.” Paradies Letter. 
Additionally, the vague timeline for the monitoring phases will result in no useful 
information during the life of the waiver. “The [proposal] that pesticide monitoring 
be delayed until the second phase is inappropriate.” Lee Letter. “By the time 
Phase II monitoring is initiated in July of 2006, the waiver will have expired. 
There is no guarantee that this process will move forward at the end of the initial 
two-year waiver period…many of the important water quality parameters 
identified for sampling in Phase II and Phase III may not be sampled.” Strange 
Letter.  

 
The Regional Board will not gain adequate data if no significant monitoring 

is done through the life of the program. Thus, not only will the Regional Board be 
in the same uninformed state after the waiver expired, but time and resources will 
have been spent on Phase I of the monitoring program even though the 
necessary information could be obtained from timely implementation of Phases II 
and III. 
 
 The April proposal for monitoring was much more cohesive and functional, 
as evidenced by technical comments submitted by experts and the Regional 
Board staff’s statements in April and July that the April proposal represented their 
best professional judgment about the necessary minimum monitoring 
requirements. See Administrative Record.  The Regional Board staff that 
prepared the proposed monitoring program presented in April included several 
scientists with years of expertise and experience designing such monitoring 
programs.14  That proposal was based on the Regional Board staff’s best-
professional judgment.  The Regional Board’s improper action at the April 24, 
2003 hearing instructing staff to reduce monitoring was not based on expertise or 

                                                 
14  Review by other leading experts demonstrated a need for additional monitoring 
requirements to be included in order to fully implement even the staff’s April proposed revisions.  
In particular, the program should have included samples and analyses of individual dischargers 
within a watershed group that are representative of a category of dischargers within that group.  
See, e.g. G. Fred Lee Letter; Paradies Letter.  Establishing a single monitoring station in 
approximately eight square miles is insufficient to protect waters of the state.  Smaller tributaries 
are important nursery grounds for fish and other aquatic life.  G. Fred Lee Letter.  Larval fish and 
their food sources are particularly vulnerable to adverse impacts from pesticides and other 
pollutants.  Id.  Only edge-of-field or end-of-pipe monitoring can fully identify toxicity and other 
impairments to the myriad of small watercourses that are legally protected.  Id. Without such 
monitoring, the Board and its staff will not be able to effectively define and address the sources of 
pollution problems within a given watershed.  See, e.g. G. Fred Lee Letter. 
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best-professional judgment, but on political pressure from the agricultural 
community. 
 

Thus, the current phased monitoring will be ineffective, yield little useful 
information, and it will be against the public interest to delay implementation of a 
proper program.  As Drs. G. Fred Lee and Anne Jones-Lee summarize in their 
comments: 

 
As discussed previously, a number of the monitoring parameters and 
proposed approaches will lead to inadequate, unreliable, and in some 
cases, uninterpretable data on the characteristics of stormwater runoff and 
tailwater/drain water discharges from irrigated agricultural areas in the 
Central Valley.” Drs. G. Fred Lee and Anne Jones-Lee, July 3, 2003 
Comment Letter to Regional Board (Lee Letter). 

 
These expert comments clearly show that the Board’s monitoring 

programs are arbitrary and unsupported by the weight of evidence. Regional 
Board staff has yet to respond to any of the November 2000, May 2003, or June 
2003 comment letters submitted by scientific experts regarding these deficiencies 
in the proposed monitoring programs. See Administrative Record. 

   
5.  The Resolution’s Failure To Impose Fees Harms The Public 

Interest By Forcing The Costs Of Pollution Onto The 
Taxpayers. 

 
 Resolution No. 2003-0105 also runs counter to the public interest because 
it does not require the dischargers to pay any fees. Finding 26(4) claims that the 
waiver is not against the public interest because “given the magnitude of and 
number of persons who discharge waste from irrigated lands [the Resolution] 
provides for an efficient and effective use of limited Regional Board resources.” 
There is no rationale for this finding. By issuing a waiver, the Regional Board is 
creating more need for costly oversight and is subsidizing the pollution 
discharges of agriculture with public monies. Thus, not only is the waiver 
rewarding the agricultural industry with a free, yet costly and unwieldy, regulatory 
program, but the public will also have to pay for the deteriorating environmental 
conditions and lack of program oversight. Additionally, state budget cuts will 
further contribute to environmental degradation and public costs because funding 
for separate ambient monitoring programs and enforcement have dwindled. The 
Resolution, therefore, is neither an “efficient” nor “effective” use of state 
resources. The only efficient and effective regulatory program for discharges of 
this “magnitude and number” is general WDRs. 
 

The Regional Board’s objectionable action in April instructed staff to 
remove any fee proposal from a revised waiver without identifying any adequate 
funding sources presented by staff or any interested parties. This lack of funding 
assures that the Regional Board cannot justify any waiver based on consistency 
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with the public interest or any assurance that such a program will prove effective 
despite the absence of adequate resources and staff to implement and enforce it.  
See Administrative Record, Friends of the Earth et al., Green Watchdog 2002, p. 
10 (2002).  Regional Board Staff has estimated that only 15 full-time staff would 
be necessary to implement general WDRs on agricultural discharges, as 
compared to upwards of 30 staff to implement the existing polluter-coalition-
based waiver.  See Administrative Record, RWQCB Staff Report, “A Review of 
Options for Controlling Discharges From Irrigated Lands; Irrigation Return Water, 
Storm Water Runoff (July, 2001); Staff Power-Point Presentation on Agricultural 
Waivers, Slide 14 (Apr. 24, 2003).  Without RWDs and WDRs, the long-term 
availability of fees to fund the program will not be secure. There is no evidence in 
the record to suggest that taxpayer subsidies of the costs of agricultural pollution 
further the public interest, especially when there is a perfectly viable alternative, 
such as general WDRs, available.  

 
Recently enacted legislation requires the dischargers, not the general 

public, to pay for the costs associated with their pollution. See AB X1 10 
(Oropeza, 2003) amending Water Code §13260. The omission of such fees 
payable annually frustrates the recognized public interest that pollution sources 
bear the costs of regulatory activities involving their pollution discharges.  See 
Statement of Governor Gray Davis (March 18, 2003) (signing into law ABX1 10) 
(“It is only fair that those who contribute to California's air and water pollution 
bear a greater share of the cost of regulatory activities to achieve clean, healthful 
air and water quality”); Friends of the Earth et al., “Green Watchdog 2003,” p. 5 
(2003).  Among other relevant provisions, the recent legislation provides the 
following statement requiring polluters operating under both WDRs and waivers 
to pay for the cost of regulating their pollution: 

  
The bill would require the total amount of annual fees to equal that 
amount necessary to recover costs incurred in connection with the 
issuance, administration, reviewing, monitoring, and enforcement of 
waste discharge requirements and waivers of waste discharge 
requirements. 
 

AB1X 10, Legislative Counsel’s Digest, ¶ 4; id., Section 3, amending Water Code 
§ 13260(d)(1); Gov. Davis Signing Statement (March 18, 2003).    
 

Because the record plainly demonstrates that the Regional Board does 
not have adequate funding or staff to oversee implementation of the Resolution, 
the Regional Board did not comply with the obligation to require compliance with 
the waiver conditions.  Water Code § 13269(e).  Accordingly, the State Board 
cannot justify maintaining Resolution No. 2003-0105 at a significant cost to the 
public, when general WDRs present a more efficient and effective alternative in 
the public’s interest. 
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6.  The Resolution’s Reliance On Polluter Coalitions As 
Mechanisms For Implementing Conditions Harms The Public 
Interest. 

 
By relying on Coalitions, the need for fees and resources is heightened. 

These Polluter Coalitions will burden the public by increasing the amount of staff 
time and resources that will be necessary to oversee and assist potentially 
unwieldy, informal organizations of a dizzying array of entities and individuals. 
Because staff will not be able to keep up with the polluter coalitions and other 
elements of the waiver programs, there is little likelihood that the waiver 
programs will work to reduce agricultural pollution discharges.  This conclusion 
does not support a finding that the waiver is in the public interest.  Nor does it 
support the Regional Board’s findings regarding its compliance with CEQA (see 
infra, section H). Indeed, Regional Board staff has been unable to provide 
Petitioners with a single example of a successful coalition effort that was not 
based upon a prohibition of discharge or waste discharge requirements. 

 
Finding number 26(5) purports that the Resolution is not against the public 

interest because “it provides reasonable flexibility for the Dischargers who seek 
coverage under the Waivers by providing them with the option of complying with 
the CWC through participation in Coalition Groups or as individuals.” The 
Regional Board has once again mistaken the public interest for the interests of a 
small minority group of dischargers. As noted below, the Board lacks information 
regarding who is discharging, what they are discharging, what management 
practices are in use or available, whether particular management practices are 
effective in controlling specific pollutants, who will form polluter coalition 
programs, and whether such programs will have sufficient resources. As a result, 
it is not surprising that the only interest served by the Resolution is providing the 
agricultural industry with the opportunity to remain free of any effective regulatory 
control, thereby creating a shell of a program that degrades water quality and is 
fully paid for by the State of California. 
 

The Coalitions are a legal fiction, i.e., they have no legal standing. 
Consequently, as Regional Board staff has observed, they cannot be held 
accountable under the law.  Without accountability, Polluter Coalitions will not be 
effective.  See Benbrook Letter (May 23, 2003); Paradies Letter (May 23, 2003). 
“The [Polluter Coalitions] concept outlined in the [Resolution] sets up the 
[monitoring plan] for immediate failure…all data collected and analyzed under the 
[Coalitions] will be suspect.” Strange Letter. Individual dischargers are 
accountable under the law but, as they are not required to monitor if part of a 
Coalition, there will be no available individual monitoring data to evaluate 
compliance with many waiver requirements. The only enforcement mechanism 
available to the Regional Board would be to eliminate the waiver, a draconian 
step the Board is unlikely to take and which would punish good actors as well as 
bad actors.  
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Coalition groups are not broad-based collaborative watershed efforts 
representing diverse elements within a watershed.  These are voluntary 
associations of polluters.  Unfortunately, these Polluter Coalitions are going to 
compete for limited resources with existing, legitimate and underfunded 
watershed groups.  The State Board has identified 61 such watershed 
partnerships in the North Central Valley; 18 in the Central Central Valley and 7 in 
the South Central Valley.  A representative from the Sacramento Valley Polluter 
Coalition has already encouraged CalFed to redirect funds to them that now 
going to the Sacramento Watershed Program.  DWR and CalFed contacted 
Regional Board staff to express their concern and as a consequence the 
previously named “watershed groups” are now “Coalitions.” The misguided 
legacy resulting from this Board’s efforts to protect agriculture is likely to be: the 
destabilization of the real watershed movement in the Central Valley, the 
establishment of a potent lobbying block against the Regional Board and an 
inability to secure sufficient staff to protect water quality. 
 

As representatives of the agricultural dischargers presented to the 
Regional Board at its March 2003 meeting, the dischargers were contemplating 
only four huge Polluter Coalitions covering immense areas of the Central Valley.  
See Administrative Record, NCWA et al. Presentation, “Watershed Approach for 
the Central Valley” (March 2003). As of the July hearing, a grand total of 7 
coalition groups had been submitted, most covering vast expanses of the Central 
Valley.  These broad scale “programs” will be unmanageable and will not provide 
the detailed information on a scale that will allow staff, the Regional Board or the 
public to document pollution discharges and control efforts.  See Benbrook 
Letter; Paradies Letter; and Bond Letter. None of the entities proposing such 
mammoth polluter coalitions can assure the Regional Board that they will have 
any control or even the power of persuasion over the thousands or perhaps tens 
of thousands of dischargers that they claim will be a part of their group.  See id.  
NCWA et al. Presentation.  Indeed, what they are proposing is merely to add 
another layer of complexity to the existing regulatory challenge confronting staff, 
forcing staff to fight through the new bureaucracies they establish in order to get 
a handle on the pollution problems the Regional Board is purporting to address.  
Id.  

 
The absence of any restrictions on the size of Polluter Coalitions coupled 

with a lack of fees encourages larger and larger groupings of dischargers and will 
result in an unworkable program that will achieve none of the efficiencies 
envisioned by staff and will prohibit staff from tracking the implementation of the 
program.  See Benbrook Letter. These Coalitions will “cover too wide an area 
and involve too many people to perform effectively. When so many people are 
involved, everyone thinks that someone else is doing the work.” Kegley Letter. 
The situation will inevitably “create organizational problems, [Polluter Coalitions] 
are likely to be ineffective, and they are likely to increase the workload on the 
Regional Board staff” thereby harming the public interest. Bond Letter. 
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The Regional Board’s acquiescence to dischargers to eliminate fees and 
“provid[e] flexibility” does not benefit the public, only the polluters. In fact, the 
predictions of testimony provided by Petitioners and the public at each of the 
public hearings that these groups are unworkable is already being borne out.  
Nascent Delta-area and San Joaquin County watershed Coalitions are already 
disbanding due to the inability of group coordinators to even name the groups’ 
participants.  See Stockton Record, Water Plan Not Popular, 8-5-03.  

 
7.  The Resolution Is Against The Public Interest Because The 

Most Pervasive Agricultural Pollutants Can Be Reduced 
Through Available Management Practices, Indicating That 
California’s Water Quality Can Be Improved Without Disrupting 
The Agricultural Economy.  

 
Despite the dischargers’ failure to come forward with any meaningful 

evidence of existing management practices or their effectiveness in protecting 
water quality, the environmental petitioners did submit a review of existing 
management practices that, if applied, could reduce pollution loadings from 
farms.  The extensive literature review included in the administrative record 
demonstrates and documents many opportunities for dischargers to reduce 
agricultural pollutants.  By providing no real incentive to implement cost-effective, 
viable means of improving water quality in the Central Valley, Resolution No. R5-
2003-0105 is squarely inconsistent with the public’s interest in protecting water 
quality. As documented, numerous low cost management practices have been 
demonstrated to reduce or eliminate pollutants that are known to cause and 
contribute to violations of water quality objectives in Central Valley receiving 
waters: 
  

• Demonstration projects in dozens of almond, walnut, peach, plum 
(and prune), apricot, apple and pear orchards have confirmed that 
biointensive IPM systems can significantly reduce, and often 
completely eliminate orchard dormant spraying – a known leading 
source of water quality degradation – typically with little change in 
per acre profit margins. Available data strongly support the 
conclusion that organophosphate runoff from orchards could be 
essentially eliminated within a few years with no significant adverse 
impacts on farm income or the efficacy of pest management 
systems. 

 
• Management practices to improve the efficiency of crop nutrient 

use, both reducing losses to the environment and providing a cost 
savings to growers, are already being practiced on leading Central 
Valley crops with remarkable success in reducing synthetic fertilizer 
inputs: orchards (25% to 100% reduction), cool season vegetables 
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(50-160lbs/acre)15, vineyards (one study specifies a 50-300 lbs/acre 
reduction), rice (30-60 lbs/acre) and tomatoes (25% to 100% for 
organic).  Combined, these studies indicate that tens of millions of 
pounds of synthetic fertilizers can be eliminated from Central Valley 
farmlands without reductions to crop yield, saving growers millions 
of dollars and providing certain, if unquantified, water quality 
benefits. 

 
• USDA’s Natural Resource Conservation Service (formerly the Soil 

Conservation Service) has been promoting on-farm erosion 
controls for years, and the literature demonstrating the 
effectiveness is quite mature.   Management measures to control 
erosion through prevention (cover cropping, conservation tillage, 
structural diversions) and edge-of-field practices (vegetated filters 
strips, sediment traps, sediment basins) are generally “low-tech”, 
low-cost mechanisms and provide numerous secondary benefits to 
the grower such as improved soil-water infiltration, improved soil 
structure and microbial biomass and habitat for beneficial insects, 
in addition to protecting valuable farm soils. 

 
The availability of numerous cost-effective management practices to 

reduce discharges of the most pervasive pollutants further demonstrates that 
higher water quality can be reasonably attained through additional regulation.  
The Resolution does not require any implementation or exploration of new 
practices. This failure to explicitly require such management practices in the 
Resolution is against the public’s interest. 

 
8.  Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 Is Inconsistent With Prior State 

Board Guidance Holding That Regulating In The “Public 
Interest” Means Protecting Water Quality 

 
The State Board has provided guidance on what it means to regulate in 

the public interest. Reviewing the Regional Board’s issuance of a waiver to an 
individual dairy operation, the State Board held that “it is apparent that a waiver 
in this case is not in the public interest” because of the “impact the new dairy 
would have on water quality.” SWRCB, Order No. WQ 88-12.  Based on the 
evidence in that case, the State Board concluded that an impact to groundwater 
was inevitable because: two samples collected demonstrated existing water 
quality impairments thereby implying little remaining assimilative capacity, the 
concentration of pollutants in the discharger’s wastewater would be unavoidable, 
and the water quality objectives for groundwater in the basin were not being met. 
The situation before the State Board with regard to this Petition presents even 
more concrete evidence demonstrating even more striking harm to water quality. 
                                                 
15  Most of the studies cited describing nutrient reduction rates for cool season vegetables 
result from research conducted in the Central Coast region.  Thus these studies are suggestive, 
but not definitive, for Central Valley crops. 
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If a waiver was deemed to be inappropriate by the State Board in that case, then 
the evidence before the Board on this issue warrants a decision that waivers for 
agricultural discharges are against the public interest. 

 
In other decisions involving the issue of public interest, the State Board has 

held that “there is a public interest in protecting water quality…the state must be 
prepared to exercise its full power and jurisdiction to protect the quality of the 
waters in the state from degradation…[t]he Legislature has established the State 
and Regional Boards to protect that water quality and has prescribed specific 
administrative procedures for achieving that goal” (such as the ability to issue 
Waste Discharge Requirements and to rescind waivers). SWRCB, Order No. WQ 
89-14. The State Board has also interpreted correspondence from a federal 
agency to mean that water quality must be protected otherwise a discharge to a 
waterway will not be in the public interest. SWRCB, Order No. WQ 84-9. Finally, 
in two water rights actions, the State Board concluded that a regulation is in the 
public interest only when it “will cause no injury to the other lawful users of water, 
[and] it will have no unreasonable effect on fish, wildlife, or other instream 
beneficial uses.” The State Board also made it clear that in considering the public 
interest, the agency must “take into account the water required for preservation 
and enhancement of fish and wildlife resources and protection of water quality.” 
SWRCB, Order No. WR 95-13 and Decision No. 1633.  
 
 Thus, the State Board has held that in order for a regulation to be in the 
public interest, it must, at a minimum, protect water quality. Resolution No. R5-
2003-0105 violates the State Board’s precedent by not including a clear mandate 
to attain water quality standards now, or by any given time. Furthermore, the 
scientific evidence on the record proves that the 1982 waiver has already 
impaired water quality and predicts that water quality will continue to degrade as 
a result of Resolution No. R5-2003-0105. Therefore, waivers do not protect the 
public interest as defined by the State Board and Water Code §13000; the weight 
of the evidence for the waiver does not meet the standard set forth in §13269 of 
the Water Code, and so the Resolution should be vacated.  
 

In conclusion, under Resolution No. 2003-0105, water quality objectives, 
reports of waste discharge, and permits will be waived for hundreds and perhaps 
thousands of farmers throughout the Central Valley. Given the Farm Bureau’s 
persistent assertions that no problems from farm discharges exist, one can only 
guess at the size of this loophole. Unlike virtually every single other discharger in 
the state, agricultural dischargers will not have to implement a single 
management practice, monitor a single discharge, or provide timely and 
necessary information about their discharges to the Regional Board. 

 
There has probably never been a clearer instance requiring a rescission of 

waivers and issuance of general WDRs. The Regional Board has not shown that 
the weight of the evidence is in the public interest. In fact, the evidence plainly 
shows that waivers are against the public interest. Thus, in light of the evidence 
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in the administrative record and based on the above concerns, Petitioners urge 
the State Board to find that waivers under Resolution 2003-0105 are against the 
public interest and therefore entirely inappropriate. 
 
H.  PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE WAIVER, A FULL EIR PURSUANT TO 

CEQA IS REQUIRED BECAUSE THE PROJECT MAY HAVE A 
SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT16 

  
The Initial Study and Negative Declaration inappropriately determined that 

the project could have no significant impact on the environment.  Negative 
Declaration at 4-5; Initial Study; Resolution at 3. Yet, the Resolution offers no 
evidence that the conditions of the waiver will prove effective in reducing the 
current environmental impacts to a level in which there is no potential to degrade 
the quality of the environment, contribute to cumulative adverse impact, or 
substantially affect human health.17  Conversely, the weight of the evidence 
supports a finding that, at a minimum, the project may result in these severe 
impacts.  In fact, numerous experts have attested in the record that water quality 
may actually worsen as a direct result of the Resolution. See Administrative 
Record and sections above. That necessary finding triggers the mandate that the 
Board prepare a full EIR for its waiver project. 
 

An EIR is required whenever substantial evidence in the record supports a 
“fair argument” that significant impacts may occur.  Friends of “B” Street v. City of 
Hayward (1980) 106 Cal.App.3d 988, 1000-1003.  The fair argument standard 
creates a low threshold requirement for preparation of an EIR.  Citizens Action to 
Serve All Students v. Thornley (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 748.  A significant effect 
on the environment is defined as “a substantial, or potentially substantial, 
adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the 
project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and 
objects of historic or aesthetic significance.  CEQA Guidelines § 15382. The 
agency may only rely upon a negative declaration when “there is no substantial 
evidence in light of the whole record before the agency, that the project may 
have a significant effect on the environment….” CEQA Guidelines § 15070.  Pub. 
Res. Code § 21080(c).   

 
CEQA’s “low threshold” requirement for conducting an EIR and the record 

of impaired watersheds from agricultural pollution in the Central Valley precludes 

                                                 
16  Although Petitioners do not believe the State Board has authority to review the Regional 
Board’s CEQA decisions (Water Code § 13320), Petitioners nevertheless are including these 
issues in this petition for review in order to preclude any arguments that Petitioners have not 
attempted to exhaust all potential administrative avenues or implicitly waive any issue. 
17  A mandatory finding of significance applies where the project has the potential to 
substantially degrade the quality of the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of fish or 
wildlife species, reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or threatened 
species, cause possible environmental effects which are individually limited but cumulatively 
considerable, or cause substantial adverse effects on human beings.  CEQA Guidelines § 15065, 
Pub. Resources Code, § 21083.   
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a finding by the Regional Board of no significant impact.  As the record evidence 
shows, Resolution No. R5-2003-0105 is likely to significantly degrade water 
quality and significantly effect endangered or threatened species and their critical 
habitat, and human health.  Therefore, if the Regional Board wants to issue a 
conditional waiver for irrigation discharges for over seven million acres of 
cropland currently under irrigation in the Central Valley, it must prepare a full EIR.  

 
1. The Regional Board Admits That Its Conditional Waiver Allows 

Significant Adverse Impacts on the Environment 
 
Over half of the listed waterbodies in Region 5 are listed as impaired by 

agricultural pollution. In Finding 25, the Regional Board admits that the 
agricultural discharges covered by its waiver are currently impairing water quality: 

 
Although there is information that discharges of waste from irrigated 
lands have impaired waters of the state, information concerning the 
specific locations of impairments, specific causes, specific types of waste 
and specific management practices that mitigate impairments, improve 
and protect water quality is not generally available. 
 

That acknowledged status quo will not change under the waiver.  Indeed, the 
waiver says that the allowed discharges will continue to violate objectives into the 
future.  Finding 13 (“The Waivers recognize that immediate compliance is not 
feasible in all situations and provide for a time schedule to achieve compliance 
with water quality objectives and protect beneficial uses”).  The Regional Board’s 
admission that the waiver will allow violations of water quality objectives for its 
entire duration proves that significant adverse impacts are not only likely, they 
are guaranteed.  

 
 
 
2. All of the Evidence in the Administrative Record Demonstrates 

that the Conditional Waiver May Have a Significant Effect on 
the Environment 

 
There can be no doubt that the adopted waiver may have a significant 

adverse effect on the environment and likely will continue the trend of 
unmitigated agricultural discharges into the Delta and its tributaries.  In 1982, 
when it first waived water quality requirements for agricultural discharges, the 
Regional Board found that the waiver was conditioned on the idea that farmers 
would voluntarily take measures to prevent their runoff from being poisonous to 
fish or wildlife. This notion proved disastrously wrong. 

 
The available scientific data only support a finding that the adopted waiver 

plan will not achieve compliance with California’s water quality objectives, and 
will further violate these objectives. The Regional Board’s own list of impaired 
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waters in the Central Valley demonstrates the ubiquitous nature of agricultural 
discharges of pesticides and other pollutants at levels that do not protect 
beneficial uses and, in most cases, are acutely toxic to wildlife.  1998, 2002 
California Section 303(d) Lists and TMDL Priority Schedule at 92-103.  Given the 
large number of impaired water bodies, and consensus that agricultural 
discharges are to blame, it is impossible to justify a finding that the adopted 
conditional waiver of waste discharge requirements for irrigation return flows and 
storm water will not possibly have an adverse impact on state waters. As the 
initial 1982 waiver’s findings make clear, the Regional Board’s past record of 
predicting pollution trends resulting from its implementation of a waiver for 
agriculture is extremely poor and uninformed.  Indeed, it is most likely that 
pollutant discharges will increase as a result of the adopted Resolution.  See, 
e,g, Kegley Letter; Benbrook Letter; Bond Letter; Strange Letter; Lee Letter; 
Paradies Letter. (Letters submitted for November 21, 2002 comment period, May 
23, 2003 comment period, and July 7, 2003 comment period.) 
 
  In the Initial Study and Negative Declaration, the staff incorrectly 
concludes that each category from the CEQA Checklist had no significant impact 
on the environment.  The Study fails to disclose any evidence supporting a ‘fair 
argument’ that no environmental impacts could result from issuance of the 
conditional waiver.18  As this Petition indicates, there is ample evidence that 
supports a finding of significant adverse impacts on biological resources, 
hydrology, and water quality.  Furthermore, staff errs in determining that the 
categories of impacts set forth in CEQA Guidelines section 15065 (“mandatory 
findings of significance”) were not significant regarding the potential to degrade 
the environment, substantially reduce fish habitat and cause substantial adverse 
impact on human beings.  The Regional Board endorsed staff’s failure to gather 
relevant data by sticking its head in the sand. 
 

The purpose of CEQA’s fair argument of environmental impact is 
undermined where the local agency has failed to undertake an adequate initial 
study. Thus, in Christward Ministry v. Superior Court, supra, 184 Cal.App.3d 180, 
197, the court rebuked the City’s adoption of an initial study and negative 
declaration concluding in brief, conclusory language that the project would not 
have a significant environmental impact. Ordering the preparation of an EIR, the 
court found that the City’s assertion of no ‘fair argument’ regarding significant 
environmental impacts relied, in part, on its failure to conduct adequate 

                                                 
18  “One major purpose of an EIR is . . . to demonstrate to an apprehensive citizenry that the 
agency has in fact analyzed and considered the ecological implications of its action.” ( No Oil, Inc. 
v. City of Los Angeles, supra, 13 Cal.3d 68, 85-86.) This principle is now codified in California 
Code of Regulations, title 14, section 15064, subdivision (h) which provides: “In marginal cases 
where it is not clear whether there is substantial evidence that a project may have a significant 
effect on the environment, the lead agency shall be guided by the following factors: [para.] (1) If 
there is serious public controversy over the environmental effect of a project, the lead agency 
shall consider the effect or effects subject to the controversy to be significant and shall prepare an 
EIR.” 
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environmental analysis.  As the Sundstrom v. County of Mendicino court 
concluded, “CEQA places the burden of environmental investigation on 
government rather than the public. If the local agency has failed to study an area 
of possible environmental impact, a fair argument may be based on the limited 
facts in the record.”  Sundstrom v. County of Mendicino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 
296, 311. Deficiencies in the record, therefore, create a strong inference of 
potential significant impacts not adequately covered in the initial study.  

 
3. The Negative Declaration Cannot Assume That Its Conditions or 

Mitigation Measures Will Work 
 
The conditional waiver and negative declaration fail to identify “meaningful 

information” that justifies an expectation of compliance.  No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los 
Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 77, fn. 5.  Instead of demonstrating that the 
proposed “conditions” will work, the waiver documents provide no basis for 
determining that its conditions will achieve any of the asserted goals.  No 
management practices are identified or evaluated.  No one can surmise what any 
given watershed program will look like or where it will appear.  The vague 
monitoring requirements may or may not be able to produce information about 
the effectiveness of the programs or management practices.  The waiver’s 
assumption that its vaguely outlined program will work is simply not supported by 
the record and is inconsistent with CEQA’s standards.  Sundstrom v. County of 
Mendicino, supra, 202 Cal.App.3d 296, 306-314.   

 
4. The Environmental Baseline for the Board’s CEQA Analysis Must 

Begin from the Date the Project was Initiated in 1982 
 

The project adopted by the Regional Board was initiated in 1982 with the 
issuance of the original version of the agricultural waiver.  Unfortunately, at the 
time, the Regional Board failed to comply with CEQA analysis in the 1982 waiver 
and findings.  As the Regional Board now acknowledges, CEQA applies to its 
agricultural waiver decisions.  If the Regional Board had complied with CEQA in 
1982, it might have prevented the ensuing degradation of the Central Valley’s 
waters from agricultural pollutants.  In any event, where an initial CEQA 
document is prepared for a project, any modifications or new information that 
include substantial changes to the project must be considered as intervening 
impacts that must be analyzed in a subsequent CEQA review.  CEQA 
Guidelines, §§ 15162, 15163.  See Benton v. Board of Supervisors (1991) 226 
Cal.App.3d 1467; Temecula Band of Luiseno Mission Indians v. Rancho 
California Water Dist. (1996) 43 Cal.App.4th 425; Bowman v. City of Petaluma 
(1986) 185 Cal. App. 3d 1065.  Where the agency failed to comply with CEQA 
during its initial project review, the substantive rationale of the rule should be no 
different.  See Remy et al., Guide to California Environmental Quality Act at 168 
(1999).  Accordingly, the proper baseline from which the Regional Board must 
analyze the impacts of its waiver is the environmental conditions at the time of 
issuing the waiver – March 26, 1982.  At that time, the Regional Board 
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determined that agricultural discharges were not causing any impacts to water 
quality in the Central Valley.  See Resolution 82-036.  Hence, all of the 
intervening impacts that have been repeatedly documented over the years must 
be analyzed as adverse impacts of the project.      

 
5. The Regional Board’s CEQA Documents Ignored the Serious 

Adverse Impacts to Groundwater That May Result From the 
Conditional Waiver 

 
No mention is made in the Regional Board’s documents regarding the 

adopted waiver’s potential impacts to groundwater quality.  See Initial Study at 
19-20.  Although the conditional waiver does not discuss or identify any particular 
management practices, the Initial Study does refer to the Rice Pesticides 
Program.  The primary management practice applied in that program involves 
retention of irrigation waters on-site for periods of time that allow some of the 
pesticides present in those waters to break down to less toxic levels.  Recent 
groundwater quality data indicates that shallow groundwater beneath rice farms 
is polluted by pesticides, nitrates and other pollutants resulting from the vast 
majority of rice farming operations where samples were collected.  See Milby 
Dawson, Barbara J. (1999), “Shallow Ground Water Beneath Rice Areas in the 
Sacramento Valley, California, 1997.”  See California’s Contaminated 
Groundwater.  It is reasonable to conclude that some of the unidentified 
management practices anticipated by the adopted waiver will involve retention of 
irrigated return flows in on-site ponds or levied areas or other practices that 
would increase the flow of pollutants into shallow groundwater beneath farmlands 
throughout the Central Valley.  This potential significant impact is left 
unaddressed by the Regional Board’s cursory CEQA documents. 

 
 

6. The Regional Board’s CEQA Documents Provided No Evidentiary 
Basis for Concluding That the Adopted Conditional Waiver Will 
Not Have Potentially Significant Adverse Impacts to Air Quality 

 
The Regional Board’s documents cavalierly assert that the conditional 

waiver will have no impact on air quality.  Initial Study at 13.  Any one driving 
through the Central Valley on a windy day can observe the dust and haze caused 
by wind erosion of soils.  Likewise, drifting of pesticides beyond their areas of 
application continues to plague residents of the Central Valley.  The Regional 
Board claims that specific management practices that could adversely affect air 
quality will be reviewed at some undisclosed “local level.”  Id.  That assertion is 
incorrect.  The conditional waiver, on its face, proposes that regional board staff 
review management practices and other plans prepared pursuant to the waiver.  
Resolution at 5-13. Implementation of the adopted waiver could result in 
management practices that will exacerbate pesticide drift or wind erosion of soils.  
For example, reductions in quantities of irrigation waters applied to fields could 
lead to drier areas of exposed dirt that would be more prone to wind erosion.  
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Aerosoling of liquid pesticides in order to promote better coverage of foliage and 
reduce the quantity of pesticides deposited on the soil and carried off by irrigation 
waters could exacerbate pesticide drift in some areas.  In addition, assuming that 
currently unidentified management practices actually prove to be effective at 
reducing pesticides in irrigation discharges, individual growers could conceivably 
increase their application of pesticides, which would increase pesticide 
volatilization and drift. 

 
7. The Regional Board Failed to Discuss the Potential Adverse 

Impacts of the Adopted Waiver on Water Flows in the Central 
Valley and Potential Increases in Ambient Water Pollution 
Concentrations 

 
To the extent that the unidentified management practices called for by the 

conditional waiver will result in efforts by farmers to reduce their discharge of 
irrigated return waters through recycling and reuse efforts, the over 5 million 
acre-feet of irrigation return flows that currently are discharged to Central Valley 
waters will be reduced.  Such reductions in already low water flows in the Central 
Valley could have adverse effects on aquatic life, including endangered and 
threatened species.  Such flow reductions also could increase concentrations of 
pollutants already present in the receiving waters.  The Regional Board’s CEQA 
documents do not address this potentially significant adverse environmental 
impact. 

 
8. The Regional Board Failed to Address the Cumulative Impacts of 

its Conditional Waiver 
 

Agriculture’s discharge of pollutants is not occurring in a vacuum.  
Numerous other sources of pollutants are contributing to serious water quality 
degradation in waters throughout the Central Valley.  Because the Regional 
Board already has identified numerous waterways as impaired and as no longer 
having any ability to assimilate current or any additional pollutant loadings, it is 
clear that even if the conditional waiver were to actually reduce agricultural 
pollution loadings, those loadings nevertheless will have a cumulative adverse 
impact in all of the waters already identified by the Regional Board as impaired.  
See Section 303(d) List.  Similarly, numerous fish species found in the Central 
Valley already are listed as endangered or threatened because of numerous 
impacts, including not only discharges of pollution from agriculture, but also 
habitat destruction, introductions of exotic species, overharvesting and other 
pressures.  The impacts of the adopted waiver must be considered cumulatively 
with all of those stresses to listed species.   

 
Another potential cumulative impact is, should the program result in less 

use of water for agriculture, a freeing up of water for potential development and 
urban sprawl in the Central Valley.  This impact is not addressed by the current 
documents. 
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Region 5’s required environmental impact documents discuss “cumulative 

impacts” when such impacts are significant.  14 C.C.R. § 15130(a).  “The 
cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the environment which 
results from the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely 
related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects.  
Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant 
projects taking place over a period of time.”  14 C.C.R. § 15355(b); see, e.g., 
Environmental Protection Information Center, Inc. v. Johnson, 170 Cal.App.3d 
604, 624-25 (1st Dist. 1985) (California Dep’t of Forestry abused its discretion by 
failing to consider, prior to approving a timber harvest plan, the cumulative 
impacts of past logging operations in the project area). 

 
To be adequate, the region’s discussion of cumulative impacts must:  (1)  

list past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects, including 
those outside the lead agency’s control, that have produced or are likely to 
produce related or cumulative impacts associated with ballast water discharge, 
(2)  a summary of the expected environmental effects of these individual projects, 
and (3)  a reasonable analysis of all of the listed projects’ cumulative impacts, 
with an examination of reasonable options for mitigating or avoiding such effects.  
14 C.C.R. § 15130(b). 

 
In addition to the above examples, another notable example of a 

potentially significant cumulative impact is the precedent-setting role that this 
decision plays for other regions.  Region 3, the Central Coast Regional Water 
Quality Control Board, still does not have a waiver in place to replace the expired 
agricultural runoff waiver.  Agency staff at Region 3 have been following 
the Region 5 process in developing their replacement waiver.  Personal 
communications with Alison Jones, Central Coast RWQCB, Nov. 5, 2002 and 
Jan. 10, 2003.  As with Region 5, the 2002 303(d) list indicates that 
approximately half of the water bodies impaired in Region 3 are impaired at least 
in part due to agricultural runoff.  A Region 3 program modeled on the Region 5 
waiver would result in larger impacts to water quality than contemplated to date.  
Region 5 must assess "the collective or combined" effect of both the proposed 
project and such other, identified projects; the more severe the existing 
environmental problems are, the lower the threshold should be for treating a 
project's cumulative impacts as significant.  King's County Farm Bureau v. City of 
Hanford, 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 718-21 (1990). 

 
The possibility of cumulative adverse impacts requires a mandatory 

finding of significance.  14 CCR 15065(c).  Because discharges from agricultural 
sources of pollutants that already are impairing Central Valley or downstream 
waters will contribute to those existing cumulative impacts, the cumulative 
impacts of the adopted waiver are not simply possible, they are certain. 
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10. The Regional Board Failed to Discuss the Potential Adverse 
Impacts to Drinking Water and Related Socioeconomic 
Impacts  

 
Agricultural discharges are a major source of nitrates and other pollutants 

that pose risks to water supplies.  The Regional Board’s CEQA documentation 
fails to address the impacts of agricultural discharges on drinking water supplies.  
Nor does it analyze the socioeconomic costs of such pollution, including the 
costs of upgrading treatment plants and health impacts.   

 
11. The Regional Board Failed to Acknowledge the Serious Public 

Controversy Surrounding the Adopted Waiver 
 
 Another criteria supporting the preparation of a full EIR is whether a 
proposed project has resulted in serious public controversy.  The level of 
controversy caused by the conditional waiver cannot be understated.  As of the 
submission of this Petition, the Regional Board had received over 7,000 
comments in opposition to the conditional waiver as drafted by the staff.  
Similarly, every major newspaper in the Central Valley published op-ed pieces 
objecting to the vague resolution proposed and ultimately adopted by the 
Regional Board.  This substantial opposition constitutes controversy that 
counsels in favor of preparing a full EIR.  

 
 

5.      THE MANNER IN WHICH THE PETITIONERS ARE AGGRIEVED. 
 
        Petitioners are non-profit, environmental organizations that have a direct 
interest in reducing pollution in Central Valley waters.  Petitioners' members 
benefit directly from the Central Valley’s waters by using them for drinking, 
swimming, subsistence and recreational fishing, recreational hiking, photography, 
hunting, birdwatching, and boating.  Additionally, the Delta and its tributaries are 
an important resource for recreational and commercial fisheries. 
 
        The Delta also provides significant wildlife values important to the mission 
and purpose of the Petitioners.  This wildlife value includes critical nesting and 
feeding grounds for resident water birds, essential habitat for endangered 
species and other plants and animals, nursery areas for fish and shellfish and 
their aquatic food organisms, breeding grounds for harbor seals, and numerous 
city and county parks and open space areas. 
 
6.      THE SPECIFIC ACTION BY THE STATE OR REGIONAL BOARD WHICH 
PETITIONER REQUESTS. 
 
        Petitioners seek an Order by the State Board to: 
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A. Vacate Resolution No. R5-2003-0105, Order No. R5-2003-0826 
and Order No. R5-2003-0827.   

 
B. Either issue general WDRs for agricultural discharges or remand 

the matter back to the Regional Board with an order to issue 
general WDRs for agricultural discharges that include at a minimum 
all of the following conditions: 

 
1.  Any functional program must include payment of annual fees 

by individual dischargers that sufficiently cover the Regional 
Board’s costs of administering and enforcing the program. 

2.  The language of the general WDR must require compliance 
with water quality standards no later than 10 years from the 
date the waiver is issued, or sooner where required by a 
TMDL. 

3.  Any general WDRs must be fully consistent with the Water 
Code, the Basin Plan, and state and federal antidegradation 
policies (as delineated above) with an attainable goal of 
achieving water quality objectives and fully protecting 
beneficial uses and the public interest. 

4. All farmers, including those operating within Coalitions, must 
provide contact information to the Regional Board that 
includes the name(s) of the farm owner and operator, and 
the mailing address the telephone number at which the 
owner and operator of the farm may be contacted. 

5.  The size of Coalitions must be specifically limited to specific 
subwatersheds identified by the Board. 

6.  All farms, including those within Coalitions, must prepare 
individual pollution prevention plans that include the 
application of management practices equal to best 
practicable technologies. 

7. Coalitions must be required to estimate their current loadings 
annually for all pollutants contributing to water quality 
impairments identified under Section 303(d) of the Clean 
Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d) and other pollutants 
identified by the Regional Board, and to identify the 
estimated reductions of those pollutants the Coalitions 
expect to achieve in the upcoming year.  

8. Any general WDRs must include a monitoring program that 
is at least as stringent as the program proposed by staff in 
April 2003, and expanded to respond to the comments by 
various experts at that time. 

9.  The Regional Board, not just staff, must annually review and 
approve and proposed Coalition programs as well as their 
key deliverables, including the monitoring programs, the 
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management practices, the implementation plans, and the 
funding mechanisms. 

 
C. Vacate Resolution No. R5-2003-0103 and order the Regional 

Board to prepare a full environmental impact report, including a full 
assessment of cumulative impacts, for any conditional waiver that 
the Board proposes to address discharges of pollutants from 
agricultural operations.  

 
7.      A STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
LEGAL ISSUES RAISED IN THE PETITION. 
 
        Petitioners’ arguments are set forth at section 4 above.  Should the State 
Board have additional legal questions regarding the issues raised in this petition, 
the Petitioners will provide additional briefing on any such questions. 
 
8.      A LIST OF PERSONS, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PETITIONER AND 
DISCHARGER, IF NOT THE PETITIONER, KNOWN BY THE REGIONAL 
BOARD TO HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE 
PETITION.  SUCH A LIST SHALL BE OBTAINED FROM THE REGIONAL 
BOARD.         
 

A list of interested parties is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
 
 
9.      A STATEMENT THAT THE PETITION HAS BEEN SENT TO THE 
APPROPRIATE REGIONAL BOARD AND TO THE DISCHARGERS, IF NOT 
THE PETITIONER. 
         

A true and correct copy of this petition was mailed via First Class 
mail on August 11, 2003 to the Regional Board at the following address: 
 
Thomas Pinkos, Executive Officer 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Central Valley Region 
3443 Routier Road, Suite A 
Sacramento, CA  95827-3003 
 

In addition, courtesy copies of this petition, minus attachments, were sent 
to the following interested parties, though none of them are dischargers: 
 
William J. Thomas 
Livingston & Mattesich 
1201 K Street, Suite 1100 
Sacramento, CA 95814-3938 
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Tony Francois 
California Farm Bureau Federation 
1127 11th Street 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
 
Hank Giclas 
Jasper Hempel 
Western Growers Association 
1005 12th Street, Suite A 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
 
10.     A COPY OF A REQUEST TO THE REGIONAL BOARD FOR 
PREPARATION OF THE REGIONAL BOARD RECORD, INCLUDING A COPY 
OF THE TAPE RECORDING OF THE REGIONAL BOARD ACTION OR A 
TRANSCRIPT, IF AVAILABLE. 
  

A copy of Petitioners’ letter requesting the Regional Board to prepare the 
administrative record and a transcript of the July hearing in this matter is 
attached hereto as Exhibit B.   
 
        If you have any questions regarding this petition, please contact Michael 
Lozeau at (650) 725-4217 or Sejal Choksi at (415) 856-0444 x107. 
 
Dated: August 11, 2003  
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
                                  Michael Lozeau 
    Earthjustice 
 
 
 
    Sejal Choksi 
    WaterKeepers Northern California 
     

Counsel for Petitioners 
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